Abstract-When assigning personal keys, stateful multicast key distribution (MKD) protocols usually rely on some type of dynamic group access structure which helps achieve a better tradeoff among storage, communication, and computation overheads. However, there exist some stateful MKD protocols whose personal key assignments are based on two static group access structures called Dual Hash Chain (DHC) and Binary Hash Tree (BHT). We introduce two new types of group access structures called Dual Homomorphic One-way Function Chain (D-HOFC) and Top-Down Homomorphic One-way Function Tree (TD-HOFT). Both can be regarded as dynamic counterparts of DHC and BHT, respectively. Our research motivation is to investigate what benefits these two new dynamic structures will bring for MKD protocols compared with their static counterparts. Using D-HOFC, we propose a time-based MKD protocol that counters the rejoining member attack on a DHC-based protocol, and a stateful user-based MKD protocol that has a lower computational overhead for Group Controller (GC) than the DHC-based protocol. Using TD-HOFT, we design a stateful user-based MKD protocol that outperforms the original EKT protocol. Performance comparisons and experiment results show that our protocols based on dynamic structures have their own advantages compared with those based on the corresponding static counterparts.
group key exchange protocols [2] , [3] , each group member contributes an equal share to the common group key (which is then computed as a function of all members' contributions). In (centralized) multicast key distribution protocols, a trust third party called group controller (GC) is responsible for creating a new group key when some change in group membership happens, and securely transferring it to all privileged group members over a broadcast channel. MKD protocols usually aim to solve a more specific problem called immediate group rekeying. For security-sensitive commercial applications (e.g., pay-perview, video-on-demand, and highly classified conferences), each message sent to a group is encrypted with a group key, and the group key must be changed for every membership change. To prevent a new member from decoding messages exchanged before it joins a group, a new group key must be distributed to the group when a new member joins. This security requirement is called group backward secrecy. On the other hand, to prevent a departing member from continuing access to the group's communication, the key should be updated as soon as a member leaves. This security requirement is called group forward secrecy. To provide both group backward secrecy and group forward secrecy, the group key must be updated (or rekeyed) upon every single change in group membership, and the updated group key must be distributed to all legitimate members. This process is referred to as immediate group rekeying in the literature. MKD has been well studied since late 1990s (see [4] for an excellent survey, and more recent surveys are available in [5] and [6] ). To the best of our knowledge, tree-based MKD protocols are the most efficient ones to date. Immediate group rekeying following these protocols has Oðlog 2 nÞ communication complexity, and Oðlog 2 nÞ computational and storage complexity for users, where n is group size. The first tree-based MKD protocol is the one based on Logical Key Hierarchies (LKH), which was independently suggested by Wong et al. [7] , Wallner et al. [8] , and Caronni et al. [9] . Since then, a variety of MKD protocols based on LKH [10] , [1] , [11] , [12] have been proposed.
Static versus Dynamic Group Access Structures
MKD protocols can be subdivided into two categories: the stateful and the stateless. For stateful MKD protocols, receivers must remain online and keep updating their internal states as long as they still stay attached to the group. If a receiver happens to be offline when a group rekeying operation occurs, or current rekey message was lost due to a network failure, the receiver will not be able to decipher any future group keys from rekey messages. A successful decipher of current group key depends on successfully receiving all of past rekey messages. Most MKD protocols [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [1] , [11] , [12] are stateful. On the contrary, for stateless MKD protocols [13] , [14] , receivers are not allowed to maintain any internal state. Personal keys are given to registered receivers or reserved for prospective receivers in a setup phase and remain unchanged thereafter. Statelessness property is very desirable for application scenarios where no feedback channel exists (e.g., encrypted DVD distribution) or group members go offline frequently or communication channel is lossy. Typical stateless MKD protocols are those based on the subset cover framework [13] : the complete subtree (CS) protocol [13] , the subset difference (SD) protocol [13] , and the layered subset difference (LSD) protocol [14] .
When assigning personal keys to group members, efficient stateless (respectively stateful) MKD protocols usually rely on some type of static (respectively dynamic) cryptographic structures such as key chains or logic key trees, which helps achieve an ideal tradeoff among storage, communication, and computational overheads. We call these cryptographic structures group access structures to distinguish them from traditional access structures (e.g., secret sharing) [15] . A stateful (respectively stateless) userbased MKD protocol can be regarded as consisting of a personal key assignment algorithm based on certain type of dynamic (respectively static) group access structures, and join/leave rekeying algorithms (respectively broadcast encryption algorithm) that are again based on the personal key assignment algorithm. Therefore, group access structures are fundamental to MKD protocols. This fresh view centered on group access structures helps us gain an insight into modular design of MKD protocols.
For most stateless MKD protocols, assignment of personal keys to registered and prospective users in the setup phase is usually based on some kind of prespecified group access structures. Typical group access structures used by stateless MKD protocols are complete subtree [13] , subset difference [13] , [14] , flat table [16] , [17] , polynomial interpolation [18] , [19] , [20] , Chinese remainder theorem [21] , dual hash chain (DHC) [22] , [23] and top-down one-way function tree (TD-OFT) [13] , [24] . These group access structures must be prespecified in the setup phase and then remain unchanged irrespective of group dynamics. That is why we say they are static. Shares or nodes (i.e., personal keys) associated with these group access structures cannot be reassigned to other users even if their holder has left the group, otherwise group backward secrecy would be violated. Therefore, these static group access structures must be big enough to accommodate all future/prospective users at the very beginning. For large and dynamic groups, that may cause huge storage and computational requirements both for GC and end users.
For stateful MKD protocols, assignment of personal keys to a joining user is on-the-fly, and usually based on some kind of dynamically changing group access structures. Typical group access structures used by stateful MKD protocols are logic key hierarchies [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , bottom-up one-way function tree [1] , [25] , flat table [12] , [26] , [27] , dual hash chain [28] , [23] , and top-down one-way function tree [29] , [23] . When a user joins the group, GC needs to first create one or several new nodes/shares on these group access structures for it, and then update relevant keys before assigning them to the joining member to ensure group backward secrecy. When a user leaves the group, GC needs to delete its associated node from these group access structures, and then update those keys held by the evictee (thus all information about the group access structure held by the evictee is invalidated) to ensure group forward secrecy. In a word, these group access structures keep expanding, contracting, and changing as members join or leave. Their current size exactly corresponds to the current number of group members. That is why we say they are dynamic. Therefore, most stateful MKD protocols based on dynamic group access structures are more suitable for immediate rekeying for large and dynamic groups than those stateless MKD protocols based on static group access structures.
User-Based MKD Protocols and Time-Based Ones
Access to group keys can be controlled through two methods-the user-based one [7] , [8] , [9] , [1] , [11] , [12] and the time-based one [30] , [24] . The former is more intuitive and traditional. A current group key should be only accessible to current legitimate members, which is achieved by performing group rekeying upon every change in group membership. On the other hand, if every user's departure time can be predetermined at the time of join, GC can divide the group's lifetime into time slots and for every time slot, generate a unique group key that is used to encrypt application data transmitted during that period. When a new member joins the group, it will be provided with some intermediate seeds that can be used to derive those group keys corresponding to the predetermined duration over which it will stay attached to the group. In contrast to traditional user-based MKD protocols, group rekeying following this way is automatic (i.e., irrespective of membership dynamics), stateless, and requires transmitting no rekey message. These merits are collectively referred to as zero side effect by Briscoe [24] . We also call this type of group rekeying automatic group rekeying.
Research Motivation and Contributions
For the first time, we introduced the concept of group access structure for MKD protocols and provided a fresh view on modular design of MKD protocols which is centered on group access structures. This view helps gain an insight into MKD protocol design. We also revealed the subtle differences between dynamic group access structures and static group access structures. Some of existing stateless and stateful MKD protocols are based on two useful types of static group access structures-Dual Hash Chain [24] , [28] and Binary Hash Tree (BHT) [31] , [24] . In this paper, we introduced two new types of group access structures based on Homomorphic One-Way Functions (HOWFs): Dual Homomorphic One-way Function Chain (D-HOFC) and Top-Down Homomorphic One-way Function Tree (TD-HOFT), both of which can be regarded as the dynamic counterparts of DHC and BHT, respectively. We introduced two structure-preserving operations-chain product and tree product-for updating these structures without compromising their structures. For a particular type of TD-HOFT called exclusive key tree (EKT), we introduced an operation called tree blinding.
In this paper, we want to investigate what benefits these two new types of dynamic structures-D-HOFC and TD-HOFT-will bring for MKD protocols based on them compared with their static counterparts (DHC and BHT). Our following research results show that these structures have their own advantages over their static counterpart in designing efficient and secure MKD protocols:
1. Employing D-HOFC, we are able to propose a stateful time-based MKD protocol that counters the rejoining member attack on a DHC-based protocol, and a stateful user-based MKD protocol has a lower computational overhead for GC than the corresponding DHC-based protocol in 60 percent time of a MBone audio session; 2. Taking full advantage of TD-HOFT, we designed a stateful user-based MKD protocol called EKT+ which outperforms the original EKT protocol; 3. We made both quantitative and qualitative comparisons between our proposed protocols based on dynamic group access structures and those based on the corresponding static counterparts. To further investigate how performance changes with time in practice for every related user-based MKD protocol, we also performed an experiment using MBone user activity data. Both the comparisons and experimental results show that:
a. protocols based on tree-based group access structures have a better performance than those based on chain-based structures; b. compared with the protocol based on BHT, protocols based on the corresponding dynamic counterpart-TD-HOFT-are more collusion-resistant and have a scalable storage overhead while maintaining computational efficiency comparable to the former; 4. Dynamic structures, D-HOFC and TD-HOFT, are more suitable for designing a hybrid stateful MKD protocol with collusion-bandwidth tradeoffs than their static counterparts, DHC and BHT. In addition, we extended a recently-proposed symbolic security model for user-based MKD protocols to support timebased MKD protocols. We presented rigorous security proofs for all proposed protocols in a symbolic security model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce two general types of group access structures, D-OFC and TD-OFT, and review some of existing MKD protocols based on certain instantiations of them. Section 3 introduces two new types of group access structures-D-HOFC and TD-HOFT, and related operations on them. In Section 4, employing dynamic D-HOFC, we propose both a stateful time-based MKD protocol and a stateful user-based MKD protocol. Taking full advantage of TD-HOFT, we propose a stateful user-based MKD protocol called EKT+ that outperforms the original EKT protocol. Section 5 gives rigorous security proofs for our protocols in a symbolic security model. In Section 6, we give comprehensive comparisons between our protocols based on dynamic group access structures, and those based on corresponding static counterparts. We also perform an experiment to show how performance changes with time in practice for every related user-based MKD protocol. Section 7 concludes this paper and gives some interesting topics for future research.
TWO TYPES OF GROUP ACCESS STRUCTURES AND 1-RESILIENT MKD PROTOCOLS BASED ON

THEM
We first introduce a concept called 1-resilient that will be used throughout the rest of this paper. According to the concept of k-resilience given by Fiat and Naor [31] , a protocol is called 1-resilient if it is secure against any single-user attack, but a coalition of two users might break its security. In the rest of this paper, we denote by U the universe of all users by U ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng. Denote the privileged subset of users at time t by S ðtÞ & U, and the complement of set S ðtÞ with respect to U by R ðtÞ . For an arbitrary set S, we use |S| to denote the order of S. The group key used to encrypt those data sent to S ðtÞ is denoted by GK ðtÞ . We use fMg K to denote the encryption of M by K. In addition, we denote "multicast" by ") " and "secure unicast" by "! ".
In the following, we first introduce two general types of group access structures, respectively called Dual One-way Function Chain (D-OFC) and Top-down One-way Function Tree. Then, we review those 1-resilient MKD protocols based on certain instantiations of them. Note that specific candidates for this one-way function h in practice can be a one-way hash function, a homomorphic one-way function or any other particular type of one-way function. Each intermediate seed on a forward/backward chain can be used to compute a group key K i in a timebased MKD protocol as illustrated in Fig. 1 or be assigned to a user as its personal key in a user-based MKD protocol (see Fig. 2 ).
A Time-Based MKD Protocol
Briscoe [24] proposed a structure called Bidirectional Hash Chain that can be regarded as a hash-based instantiation of D-OFC since it is derived by using a one-way hash function in the same manner as above. In the rest of this paper, we would rather call it Dual Hash Chain because we found the meaning of the original term is somewhat self-contradictory (a hash chain must be one-way). In [24] , Briscoe also proposed a time-based MKD protocol based on DHC which allows different portions of a key sequence to be reconstructed from combinations of two intermediate seeds. For convenience, we call it the DHC protocol. We denote the group key used to encrypt those data transmitted during the ith time slot by K i . As illustrated in Fig. 1 , if we want to restrict a joining member u i to the data transmitted from time slot i up to time slot j which it has paid for, GC only needs to supply it with two intermediate seeds v i;0 and v nÀj;1 (called control pair) when it joins the group. With this pair, i can derive the contiguous key sequence from K i to K j by itself. For convenience, we denote the time slot interval from i to j by ½i; j, and call it the authorized time slot interval for u i .
However, any member cannot be granted access to multiple disjoint subsequences of the same key sequence, otherwise this protocol is not secure even in the presence of a single user (i.e., not 1-resilient). Suppose that we want to grant a member u i two disjoint authorized time slot intervals ½i; j and ½k; hðk > jÞ, it will be supplied with two control pairs fv i;0 ; v nÀj;1 g and fv k;0 ; v nÀh;1 g according to the protocol. With these control pairs, the longest possible key sequence that u i is able to reconstruct is the one from K i straight to K h , which however contains a subsequence from K jþ1 to K kÀ1 unauthorized for u i . For the same reason, a previously evicted member is disallowed to rejoin a group. For convenience, we call this type of attack rejoining member attack. This attack renders the DHC protocol useless in practice. Also for a similar reason, collusion between an arbitrary pair of users would also break security of the DHC protocol. Therefore, the DHC protocol is 1-resilient.
Another drawback with this protocol is that the lifetime of a group must be prespecified in the setup phase, and it cannot be extended thereafter even when all time slots are used up. Because the backward hash chain of a DHC cannot be extended in the reverse direction.
User-Based MKD Protocols
Fan et al. [28] proposed a 1-resilient user-based stateful MKD protocol called Linear Ordering of REceivers (LORE). We first introduce its personal key assignment algorithm that is based on DHC. Let N denote the total number of prospective receivers. Suppose that the entire receivers are already linearly ordered as in Fig. 2 . Each receiver i holds a set of forward keys, denoted by FSet(i), and a set of backward keys, denoted by BSet(i). Both sets of keys are called control keys. According to the key assignment algorithm as illustrated in Fig. 2 , for receiver i, we have FSetðiÞ ¼ ff k ji k Ng and BSetðiÞ ¼ fb k j1 k ig. The effect of such control key assignment is that for any forward key f i , it is known only to receivers with rank no more than i, and for any backward key b i , it is known only to receivers with rank no less than i. However, this kind of key assignment algorithm requires GC to generate and manage a huge number of keys. One simple solution to this problem is to derive all forward keys (respectively backward keys) from a single seed f 1 (respectively b N ) by repeatedly applying a one-way hash function like DHC. Now, we describe its group rekeying algorithms. When receiver i joins the group at time t, GC sends the following rekey message: GC ! i : GK ðtþ1Þ , ff i ; b i g. With control pair ff i ; b i g, receiver i can derive all its control keys. For the remaining receivers, GC simply broadcasts the following rekey message: GC ) S ðtþ1Þ : i;fGK ðtþ1Þ g GK ðtÞ . All receivers except i can extract the new group key GK ðtþ1Þ from this message. When receiver i leaves the group at time t, GC multicasts the following rekey message: According to the assignment of control keys, all current members except i can extract the new group key GK ðtþ1Þ from this message after double decryption. A coalition of an arbitrary pair of members can break group forward secrecy of the LORE protocol. Suppose that members i (with rank i) and j (with rank j > i) are both member of S ðtÞ . According to personal key assignment algorithm, i's (respectively j's) control pair is ðf i ; b i Þ (respectively ðf j ; b j Þ). Colluding with j, member i can exchange its forward key f i for j's backward key b j . Thus, when member i (respectively j) leaves the group at a later time t 0 ðt 0 > tÞ, it can use b j (respectively f i ) to derive b iþ1 (respectively f jÀ1 ), and then obtain the new group key GK ðt 0 þ1Þ by double decrypting the second (respectively first) part of the rekey message transmitted by GC at time t 0 . For the same reason, a rejoining member is not allowed to be assigned a new rank. In fact, this kind of collusion attack is inherent with the D-OFC-based personal key assignment algorithm. For convenience, we call this type of collusion attack member collusion attack. In addition, the LORE protocol is also vulnerable to another type of collusion attack called nonmember collusion attack. We analyze this type of attack through the following two cases:
1. Coalition between an arbitrary pair of evictees-Suppose that user i (with rank i) left the group at the current time t and user j (with rank j < i) had left before time t. We denote by M ðtÞ the rekey message transmitted by GC when i left at time t. Colluding with j, user i can first decrypt the outer encryption of the first part of M ðtÞ (i.e., ffGK ðtþ1Þ g fiþ1 g GK ðtÞ ) to get fGK ðtþ1Þ g fiÀ1 , and then transfer it to user j who can decrypt it to get GK ðtþ1Þ (note that user j can derive f iÀ1 from its forward control key f j since i > j). Thus, the group forward secrecy is broken; 2. Coalition between a former evictee and a later-joining member-Suppose that user i left the group at time t and user j joined at time t þ 1. Using a similar argument as above, it is readily seen that collusion between user i and user j is also successful. In this case, both group forward secrecy (with regard to the evictee i) and group backward secrecy (with regard to the joining member j) are broken. In either case, both i and j are nonmembers with respect to the privileged user set S ðtþ1Þ . Therefore, we call this type of collusion attack nonmember collusion attack. In a word, collusion between an arbitrary pair of nonmembers will break the security of the LORE protocol.
TD-OFT
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , a Top-Down One-way Function Tree is a balance binary tree which is derived from a single root seed S 0;0 in a top-down manner such that
. . .Þ where f L and f R denote two distinct one-way functions, respectively, and S iþ1;2j and S iþ1;2jþ1 the left child and the right child of a seed S i;j , respectively. Each leaf node S logn;i (n is the group size) of a TD-OFT will be associated with a user u i in a user-based MKD protocol, or represent a group key corresponding to a time slot in a time-based MKD protocol.
Briscoe [24] proposed a top-down binary tree structure called Binary Hash Tree which can be regarded as a hashbased instantiation of TD-OFT since it is derived by using one-way hash functions in the same manner as TD-OFT. Employing BHT, Briscoe [24] proposed a 1-resilient timebased MKD protocol that overcomes some drawbacks with the DHC protocol.
Liu and Wang [23] proposed a 1-resilient stateful userbased MKD protocol based on BHT. For convenience, we call their protocol the LW protocol. The LW protocol is based on a BHT-based personal key assignment algorithm that is similar to the one originally suggested by Fiat and Naor [31] . This algorithm assigns personal keys or seeds to users simply as follows: As illustrated in Fig. 3 , when a user u i joins the group, GC associates it with a free leaf node, say S logn;i on the BHT tree, and supplies it with all seeds associated with the siblings of the nodes on its path to the root. Given these seeds, u i can compute all the seeds except those on its path to the root. It is readily seen that according to this algorithm, S logn;i is shared by all users except u i , and thus can be used to exclude u i from the group. It is based on this sense that S logn;i is called an exclusive key for u i by Kim et al. [29] . For example, user u 2 associated with S 3;2 is supplied with S 3;3 , S 2;0 , and S 1;1 . And S 3;2 is an exclusive key for u 2 that is shared by all users except u 2 . When a user u i leaves the group, GC multicasts the following rekey message:
ðtþ1Þ : u i ; fGK ðtþ1Þ g Slog n;i ÈGK ðtÞ ;
where 0 È 0 represents the exclusive-or operation and
According to the personal key assignment algorithm, all current members except u i can extract the new group key GK ðtþ1Þ from this message. Using a similar argument as given in the end of Section 2.1.2, it is readily seen that the LW protocol is also vulnerable to both member collusion attack and nonmember collusion attack as the LORE protocol.
Kim et al. [29] proposed a 1-resilient stateful user-based MKD protocol with similar personal key assignment as that of the LW protocol except that instead of using one-way hash functions, they chose to use HOWFs to facilitate updating the whole TD-OFT when a member leaves or joins the group. For convenience, we call their protocol the Exclusive Key Tree protocol since it is based on an important idea called exclusive key [29] , [23] . In contrast to BHT used by the LW protocol, TD-OFT used by the EKT protocol is dynamic. The leave rekeying algorithm of the EKT protocol is similar to that of the EKT+ protocol (refer to Section 4.3). Its join rekeying algorithm is similar to that of the LORE protocol except that the whole TD-OFT must be updated, and a root incremental seed used to update TD-OFT is also encrypted in a rekey message besides the new group key. The EKT protocol suffers similar member collusion attack as the LORE and LW protocols, but a particular type of nonmember collusion attack is prevented. Since both the EKT and EKT+ protocols suffer the same collusion attack, we defer further discussion to Section 4.3.
Because both DHC and BHT are derived in either a chain manner or a top-down tree manner by using oneway hash functions, we cannot update any node of them without replacing the whole chain or tree with a new one. In this sense, we can regard DHC as a static instantiation of D-OFC, and BHT as a static instantiation of TD-OFT.
D-HOFC AND TD-HOFT
Recall that a one-way function is a function that is easy to compute on every input, but hard to invert given the image of a random input. In this section, we instantiate D-OFC and TD-OFT by using HOWFs to obtain two new types of group access structures, respectively, named dual homomorphic one-way function chain and top-down homomorphic one-way function tree. Updating D-HOFC (respectively TD-HOFT) can be easily achieved by performing a chain product (respectively a tree product) of the original structure and a corresponding incremental structure. Before we give their formal definitions, let's review some basic mathematical concepts about homomorphism. We use (G; Ã) to denote a group G with its algebraic operation "Ã". Given two groups (G; Ã) and (H; Á), a group homomorphism from ðG; ÃÞtoðH; ÁÞ is a function f : G ! H such that for all u and v in G, it holds that fðu Ã vÞ ¼ fðuÞ Á fðvÞ. A self-homomorphism is a group homomorphism that maps a group G to itself. If a selfhomomorphism is a one-to-one mapping, we call it homomorphic one-way permutation (HOWP). If every node of a structure is an element of a group G, we say this structure is defined over G.
HOFC and D-HOFC
Definition 1 (HOFC). An HOFC of length N defined over a group (G; Ã) and an HOWP f is a one-way chain that is computed by repeatedly applying f in a forward manner as follows: For an arbitrary node x i in an HOFC X, its succeeding node
Definition 2 (Chain product). Given two arbitrary HOFCs of the same length, X and Y , defined over a group ðG; ÃÞ and a HOWP f, a chain product of X and Y , denoted by X Ã Y , is computed by multiplying their corresponding nodes.
Theorem 1. Given two arbitrary HOFCs of the same length, X and Y , both defined over a group (G, Ã) and an HOWP f, the result of a chain product X Ã Y is also an HOFC.
Proof. Let Z be the result of a chain product of X and Y ,i.e., Z ¼ X Ã Y . We prove for an arbitrary ið0 i N À 1Þ; z iþ1 ¼ fðz i Þ. Then, the theorem would follow immediately according to Definition 1. In fact, we have
Definition 3 (D-HOFC). D-HOFC of length N, defined over a group (G; Ã) and an HOWP f, consist of a forward HOFC and a backward HOFC, both of length N and defined over the group (G; Ã) as well as the HOWP f.
TD-HOFT
Definition 4 (TD-HOFT).
A TD-HOFT defined over a group (G; Ã) and two HOWPs f L and f R is a balanced binary tree that is derived in the following top-down manner: for an arbitrary node x i in an HOFT X, suppose its left child and right child are denoted by x 2i and x 2iþ1 , respectively, then we have
To be used as an access control structure, TD-HOFT must at least satisfy the following two conditions: 1) its leaf nodes must be collision-free; 2) its leaf nodes must be independent (from an arbitrary set of leaf nodes, it is computationally infeasible to compute any leaf node outside this set).
Definition 5 (Tree product). Given two arbitrary TD-HOFTs of the same depth, X and Y , both defined over a (G; Ã) and two HOWPs f L and f R , a tree product of X and Y , denoted by X Ã Y , is computed by multiplying their corresponding nodes.
Theorem 2. Given two arbitrary TD-HOFTs X and Y with the same depth, both defined over a group ðG; ÃÞ and two HOWPs f L and f R , the result of a tree product X Ã Y is also a TD-HOFT.
For the same reason, we have z 2iþ1 ¼ f R ðz i Þ. Thus, Z is a TD-HOFT according to Definition 4. t u Definition 6 (Tree Blinding). Given an arbitrary TD-HOFT X, a tree blinding of X maps X to another key tree Y , denoted by Y ¼ BðXÞ such that 1) Y is still a TD-HOFT, 2) from any set of nodes of Y , it is computationally infeasible to compute any node of X.
For an arbitrary type of HOWP-based TD-HOFT, a tree blinding operation may or may not exist. Theorem 3 (refer to Section 4.3.1) shows that it does exist for a particular type of TD-HOFT-the Blum-Williams function based one.
Theorems 1 and 2 show that both chain product and tree product are structure-preserving operations. A tree blinding operation on a TD-HOFT helps conceal information about its every node without using any additional incremental structure and compromising its structure.
Efficient Candidates for HOWP
Considering computational efficiency, Rabin function (modular squaring) [32] and RSA function [33] with small encryption exponent (e.g., 3) are both good candidates for homomorphic one-way functions. Rabin function is more computationally-efficient than RSA function. However modular squaring is not a permutation on Z Ã n , it is in fact a 4-to-1 mapping. But a variant of Rabin function-the Blum-Williams function is a trapdoor permutation on QRðnÞ where QRðnÞ denotes the set of all quadratic residues modulo n. Blum-Williams function is defined as follows: for an integer x 2 Z Ã n , compute y ¼ x 2 mod n, where n is a Blum integer (i.e., n is a product of two distinct primes each congruent to 3 modulo 4). In a word, the Blum-Williams function is the best candidate for HOWP.
MKD PROTOCOLS BASED ON D-HOFCAND TD-HOFT
As discussed in Section 1.2, when assigning personal keys to new members, efficient stateful MKD protocols usually rely on some type of dynamic group access structure which helps achieve a better tradeoff among storage, communication, and computation overheads. However, we have already seen in Section 2 that some stateful MKD protocols use two static types of group access structures (DHC and BHT) instead. In this section, we further investigate what benefits the two new dynamic group access structures (D-HOFC and TD-HOFT) will bring for MKD protocols based on them compared with their static counterparts. We use D-HOFC to design both a stateful time-based MKD protocol and a stateful user-based MKD protocol. The former counters the rejoining member attack on the DHC-based protocol. One of our experiment results given in Section 6.4 shows that the latter has a lower computational overhead for GC than the corresponding DHC-based protocol in 60 percent time of a MBone audio session. We also take full advantage of TD-HOFT to design a stateful user-based MKD protocol called EKT+ that outperforms the original EKT protocol. In the end of this section, we reveal that 1-resilient stateful MKD protocols based on dynamic group access structures are more suitable for constructing a hybrid stateful MKD protocol with collusion-bandwidth tradeoffs than those based on static group access structures.
The Stateful Time-Based MKD Protocol-Protocol I
To counter the rejoining member attack on the DHC protocol that renders it useless, the idea is that whenever detecting a former evictee u i is rejoining the group at time slot c, GC updates both the forward HOFC and the backward HOFC (excluding all those nodes on both chains belonging to the past time slot interval ½0; c À 1) by multiplying them by a corresponding incremental HOFC before supplying u i with its new control pair. To allow other legitimate members to update their control pairs, GC only needs to broadcast two incremental root seeds. In this way, GC establishes a whole new D-HOFC among the group without rekeying the entire group (i.e., sending each member its new control pair). Since the two control pairs held by the rejoining member now belong to different D-HOFC, it cannot use them to derive any unauthorized group key. Thus, the rejoining member attack is prevented. However, the same method also causes a drawback that GC must record a long history revocation list during the group's lifetime for detecting a rejoining member.
Rejoin Rekeying
Since the following group rekeying operation is performed by GC when a former evictee rejoins the group, we call our algorithm rejoin rekeying. As illustrated in Fig. 4 1) Updating the D-HOFC by chain products-GC derives two incremental HOFCs of length l-c, say R 0 and R 1 , respectively, from two randomly chosen seeds r 0;0 and r 0;1 . For any chain V 0 , we denote its subchain confined in time slot interval [a, b] by V 0 ½a; b. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , GC could update subchain V 0 ½c; l À 1 (respectively subchain V 1 ½c; l À 1) by performing a chain product as
. Therefore, these members can extract r 0;0 and r 0;1 from this message, update their control key pair by multiplying them by the corresponding incremental keys derived from either r 0;0 or r 0;1 according to Theorem 1, and then compute their new authorized group keys as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
If the time when another former evictee rejoins after time slot c and the new authorized time slot interval assigned to it, say ½r; s, can be a priori known when u i rejoins the group, then GC only needs to update subchains V 0 ½c; r À 1 and V 1 ½c; r À 1 instead of V 0 ½c; l À 1 and V 1 ½c; l À 1. Thus, a lot of computational overhead will be saved for both GC and end user.
Improved Rejoin Rekeying
In above rejoin rekeying, the computational overhead of each user is O(l) modular multiplications if the next rejoin event is unpredictable. This is a huge computational overhead for end users when l is big. We provide the following algorithm that achieves efficiency comparable to the original DHC protocol for end users by transferring most amount of computational overhead from end user side to GC side. Suppose u i rejoins the group and GC assigns it a new authorized time slot interval [c, d] . Also suppose that when another former evictee rejoins after time slot c, the new authorized time slot interval assigned to it is [r, s]. We denote an HOWP by f. GC first generates a random seed r 0;0 (respectively r lÀcÀ1 ) for deriving the forward chain (respectively the backward chain in a reverse direction). For each time slot j where c j , GC first derives the corresponding forward incremental seed r jÀc;0 from its predecessor r jÀcÀ1;0 , and the backward incremental seed r lÀjÀ1 reversely from its successor r lÀj as r lÀjÀ1 ¼ f À1 ðr lÀj Þ, and then sends the following message by multicast at the beginning of the jth time slot: GC ) U:j; fr jÀc;0; r lÀjÀ1;1 g vlÀeÀ1;1 . We call it the jth rekey message for short. GC (or multicast sender) may transmit the jth rekey message by piggybacking it on the application data transmitted during the jth time slot. Upon receipt of this message, every legitimate user who is granted access to the jth time slot can extract both incremental seeds from it and compute the corresponding group key K j as K j ¼ ðv j;0 Ã r jÀc;0 Þ È ðv lÀjÀ1;1 Ã r lÀjÀ1;1 Þ.
Compared to above rejoin rekeying algorithm, for a user with authorized time slot interval ½; þ mðc < þ m Þ, its total overhead for computing authorized group keys is reduced from ðl À c þ m þ 1Þ modular multiplications plus 2 decryptions to 2m decryptions plus 4m modular multiplications.
Interestingly, the improved rekeying algorithm has a nice property called self-healing [34] 
Existing HOWPs (e.g., Rabin functions or RSA functions) are usually trapdoor functions. D-HOFC based on them can be extended in a reverse direction by GC, if it knows the trapdoor information. Thanks to that, for Protocol I, the lifetime of a group can be extended as needed. Of course, GC must protect the private trapdoor information from every group members. Remark 1. Compared with the DHC protocol, Protocol I is stateful. Every member must remain online in order to ensure receiving each rekey message and updating its control pair accordingly, otherwise it will be unable to compute any future group key.
Remark 2. To save GC from storing and managing a long history revocation list, one solution is to let GC update subchains of D-HOFC whenever a member (no matter whether it is a fresh new one or a former evictee) joins the group.
The Stateful User-Based MKD Protocol-Protocol II
In this section, we use D-HOFC to design a stateful userbased MKD protocol. One of the experimental results given in Section 6.4 shows that it has a lower computational overhead for GC than the corresponding DHC-based protocol in 60 percent time of a MBone audio session. The idea is that when a member joins/leaves the group, GC extends/contracts the D-HOFC accordingly, updates them by chain products, and then broadcasts an encrypted rekey message containing the new group key and two incremental root keys such that all current members except the joining/departing member can extract them and then update their control pairs accordingly using these incremental root keys. In this way, both group forward and backward secrecy are ensured. Referring to Fig. 5 , we denote the forward HOFC derived from a root key f Given an arbitrary D-HOFC, its ranks can be deleted, added, and reassigned unlike a DHC. Suppose that the current length of a D-HOFC defined over a HOWP g is n. When a member u i with rank kð1 k nÞ leaves the group at time t, GC performs the following steps to complete leave rekeying: 1) Contracting and updating the D-HOFC-GC generates two random incremental root keys r 
Every member except u i can extract GK ðtþ1Þ , r ðtÞ 1;0 and r ðtÞ nÀ1;1 from either the first part or the second part of this message, and then run Algorithm I to update their control pairs. Any former evictee cannot decrypt the above message, because its control pair had been invalidated by a chain update operation when it left the group and thus it can derive neither of the two control keys used to encrypt the rekey message. For leave rekeying, the computational cost of GC includes six encryptions, n À 1 evaluations of an HOWP for computing encryption keys for rekey message, and two evaluations of an HOWP plus 2 modular multiplications for updating both root control keys. The computational cost of each group member includes n À 1 evaluations of an HOWP for computing decryption keys for rekey message in worst case, three decryptions, and n À 1 evaluations of an HOWP plus 2 modular multiplications for updating its control keys. The multicast size includes six encrypted keys. Note that we do not count the bandwidth cost of user id or rank id in a rekey message.
Suppose the current length of D-HOFC is n. When a new member u i joins the group at time t, GC performs the following steps to complete join rekeying: 1) Extending the D-HOFC-GC adds a new rank n þ 1 at the tail of the D-HOFC, and computes its associated control pair as b For join rekeying, the computational cost of GC includes three encryptions, one calculation of modular square root, one modular multiplication for updating the forward root control key, and two modular multiplications plus n evaluations of an HOWP for computing the control key pair for the joining member. The computational cost of each group member includes three decryptions, and n evaluations of an HOWP plus 2 modular multiplications for updating its control pair. The multicast size includes three encrypted keys and unicast size includes three keys.
Protocol II is vulnerable to the same member collusion attack as the LORE protocol. But for nonmember collusion attack, a coalition between a former evictee and a laterjoining member is useless. Suppose that a user u i with rank k left the group at time t, and a user u j joined at time t þ 1 and was assigned with rank n > k. The rekey message M ðtÞ transmitted by GC when u i left at time t is as (1). The first part (respectively the second part) of M ðtÞ was encrypted by a forward control key f 
The EKT+ Protocol
In this section, we first prove the existence of a tree blinding operation for a particular type of TD-HOFT called Exclusive Key Tree. Then, we introduce group rekeying algorithms based on tree blinding and tree product.
Existence of a Tree Blinding Operation for EKTs
We first introduce HOWPs used by the EKT protocol, and then prove the existence of a tree blinding operation for EKTs. Given two Blum integers with the same bit lengths, say m L and m R , we use m LR to denote m LR ¼ m L Ã m R . The two HOWPs f L ðxÞ and f R ðxÞ used by the EKT protocol are defined as f L ðxÞ ¼ ðx 2 mod m LR Þ mod m L , and f R ðxÞ ¼ ðx 2 mod m LR Þ mod m R , respectively. We denote the key associate with a node n i by EK i in below. GC chooses a random root seed EK 1 2 Z Ã mLR and derives the whole key tree using f L ðxÞ and f R ðxÞ in a top-down manner as discussed in Section 2.2. Recall that each leaf key EK i is called an exclusive key for the user associated with n i . In this sense, we call a TD-HOFT derived in the above manner an exclusive key tree. It is readily seen that given an arbitrary EKT, its leaf keys satisfy the two sufficient conditions for a TD-HOFT to be used as an access control structure: collisionfreeness and independence.
Theorem 3. For an arbitrary EKT X, a tree product of X and itself (i.e., self-tree product) is a tree blinding operation.
Proof. For an arbitrary EKT X; let Y ¼ X Ã X. According to Theorem 2, Y is also an EKT. For an arbitrary node x i (respectively y i ) in an EKT X (respectively Y ), we denote its left child and right child by x 2i (respectively y 2i ) and x 2iþ1 (respectively y 2iþ1 ), respectively. According to Definition 5, y 1 is computed as
Because all three modular square functions are one way, it is computationally infeasible to compute any node of X from all nodes of Y . Therefore, according to Definition 6, a self-tree product is a tree blinding operation. t u
Group Rekeying Algorithms
We improve the EKT protocol from the following two aspects: 1) introducing simple operations for adding/ deleting nodes to/from an EKT; 2) using a tree blinding operation to design a join rekeying algorithm that improves the computational performance of the EKT protocol. We call the improved protocol EKT+. First recall that the personal key of each user, say u i , includes those keys associated with siblings of those nodes in its path to the root. For convenience, we call these keys sibling keys of u i . Denote by EK When a new member u i joins the group at time t, GC performs the following steps to complete join rekeying: 1) Performing a tree-growth operation (as illustrated in Fig. 6 )-GC first finds a shallowest leaf node, say n k (suppose it is currently associated with user u j ), then adds a left child node n 2k and a right child node n 2kþ1 to n k , and derives their corresponding exclusive keys EK . In fact, it is not necessary for GC to actually perform a tree blinding operation on the whole key tree. According to Theorem 3, GC only needs to compute its blinded root exclusive key EK ; 3) Sending rekey messages-GC derives the new group key GK ðtþ1Þ from current group key GK ðtÞ as GK ðtþ1Þ ¼ hðGK ðtÞ Þ where h is a public hash function, and sends the following messages:
GC ! u i : n 2kþ1 ; GK ðtþ1Þ ; sibling keys for u i ;
2kþ1 : For remaining members, GC simply sends the following message by multicast:
: a rekey notification:
After receiving this notification, all members except u i can update the group key as GC does, and update their own sibling keys by modular square operations as described in the proof of Theorem 3. For join rekeying, the computational cost of GC includes one evaluation of a hash function for computing the updated group key, one evaluations of an HOWP for updating the root exclusive key, and 2log 2 n evaluations of an HOWP for computing all blinded sibling keys for the joining member and a new blinded sibling key for the sibling of the joining member. The computational cost of each group member includes one evaluation of a hash function for computing the updated group key and log 2 n evaluations of an HOWP for updating its sibling key. The multicast size includes one notification message and unicast size includes log 2 n þ 2 keys.
When a member u i (suppose that it is associate with node n 2kþ1 ) leaves the group at time t, GC performs the following steps to complete leave rekeying: 1) Performing a tree-contraction operation (as illustrated in Fig. 6 )-GC deletes both n 2kþ1 and its sibling n 2k , and then associates the sibling user of u i (who was associated with node n 2k ) with n k ; 2) Updating the shrunk key tree by a tree product-GC generates a random incremental root seed r ðtÞ 1 . From r ðtÞ 1 , it could derive the whole incremental key tree T in a topdown manner. Now, to ensure group forward secrecy, GC may update the shrunk key tree by performing a tree product of it and T . However, it is not necessary for GC to update the whole shrunk key tree in such way. According to Theorem 2, GC only needs to compute the updated root exclusive key EK For leave rekeying, the computational cost of GC includes two encryptions, one modular multiplication for computing updated root exclusive key, and log 2 n evaluations of an HOWP for computing the encryption key for rekey message. The computational cost of each group member includes log 2 n evaluations of an HOWP for computing decryption key for rekey message in worst case, two decryptions, 2log 2 n evaluations of an HOWP for computing the incremental keys corresponding to its sibling keys, and log 2 n modular multiplications for updating its sibling keys. The multicast size includes two encrypted keys.
Both the EKT and EKT+ protocols are vulnerable to the same member collusion attack as the LW protocol. But for nonmember collusion attack, using a similar argument as given in the end of Section 4.2, it is readily seen that a coalition between a former evictee and a later-joining member is useless for both the EKT and EKT+ protocols. Both the EKT and EKT+ protocols can be easily extended to support batch group rekeying by using one of the subsetcover techniques [13] as Liu and Wang dealt with the LW protocol [23] .
From a 1-Resilient MKD Protocol to a Hybrid MKD Protocol with Collusion-Bandwidth Tradeoffs
According to a recent research result by Liu and Wang [23] , all personal key assignment algorithms based on either D-OFC (including DHC and D-HOFC) or TD-OFT (including BHT and TD-HOFT) inherently suffer from member collusion attack because all of them are based on a concept called exclusive key. Therefore, stateful user-based MKD protocols based on these personal key assignment algorithms are bound to be 1-resilient. However recent research results [23] , [28] clarify the significance of research on 1-resilient MKD protocols by showing that any 1-resilient MKD protocol with constant communication overhead can be used in conjunction with a collusion-resistant tree-based protocol (e.g., the LKH protocol [7] ) to construct a hybrid protocol with tunable collusion-bandwidth tradeoffs. Since the resulting hybrid protocol has a lower communication overhead than the corresponding collusion-resistant protocol, it is more suitable for cost-sensitive applications or resource-constrained environments.
The idea of constructing a hybrid stateful protocol is simply as follows: A group of receivers are divided into divisions. A key called division key is shared by all receivers in a division. GC simply employs an independent instance of a 1-resilient stateful MKD protocol for each division to rekey its division key. While each division is regarded as a leaf node in an LKH key tree, GC uses the LKH protocol to rekey group keys across all divisions. It is readily seen that a group of k colluding receivers can succeed if and only if at least two of them are allocated to the same division since combining control keys from distinct divisions does not help the colluders. To reduce vulnerability to collusion attack, we must increase the number of divisions, say d. But a greater d means a higher communication overhead. Therefore, there exists a tradeoff between collusion resistance and bandwidth. To achieve the highest level of collusion protection, GC has to allocate a receiver to a randomly chosen division when it joins the group. However, if we choose to use a 1-resilient stateful MKD protocol based on static group access structures (DHC or BHT) for constructing a hybrid protocol, the following problem is likely to arise. Because a static group access structure has a prespecified limit on its size, and cannot be extended or expanded after it is put into use. When a joining member is randomly allocated to a certain division by GC, all free ranks (for DHC) or free leaf key nodes (for BHT) with respect to this division have been used up, and GC has to reallocate this receiver to another division which has free ranks or leaf key nodes. Thus, the randomness of allocating receivers to divisions is compromised, and so is the security of the resulting hybrid protocol. But 1-resilient stateful MKD protocols based on dynamic group access structures (D-HOFC or TD-HOFT) don't have this problem because dynamic group access structures can be extended (or expanded) as needed. Therefore, Protocol II and the EKT+ protocol are more suitable for constructing a hybrid stateful protocol with tunable collusion-bandwidth tradeoffs than their counterparts-the LORE protocol and the LW protocol.
PROOFS OF SECURITY (1-RESILIENCE)
Panjwani [35] developed a symbolic security model for analysing generic user-based MKD protocols. In this model, all keys and messages generated by a user-based MKD protocol are treated as abstract data types and cryptographic primitives as abstract functions over such data types. Security can be specified by recoverability in the sense that some group key is safe if it cannot be recovered by adversaries from their aggregated personal keys and all rekey messages. Panjwani proves security of two variants of the LKH protocol [8] , [7] , [9] , the complete subtree protocol [13] , and the subset difference protocol [13] using a straightforward inductive argument in this model. Below, we prove security of our user-based MKD protocols (Protocol II and the EKT+ protocol) under this model. We also extend Panjwani's model to support time-based MKD protocols and prove security of our time-based MKD protocol (Protocol I) under the extended model.
Consider a multicast group with a lifetime of t time slots, labelled by 0; 1; . . . ; t À 1. For a t-time-slot MKD protocol Å, we introduce the following notations. The group key used to encrypt all data transmitted during the ith time slot is denoted by K ðiÞ . A rekey message generated by protocol Å at the beginning of the ith time slot is denoted by M Å i . Let M Å t ! denote the set of all the rekey messages generated by protocol Å up to the tth time slot.
Consider a multicast group of n users, labelled by 1; 2; . . . ; n. For an n-user MKD protocol Å, we introduce the following notations given by Panjwani [35] . At any time t, the privileged set of users who are authorized to receive data sent over a multicast channel is denoted by S ðtÞ f1; 2; . . . ; ng. The rekey message generated by protocol Å for S ðtÞ is denoted by M Å S ðtÞ . The group key used to encrypt all the data sent to S ðtÞ is denoted by K ðtÞ . Let [n] denote the set f1; . . . ; ng and 2 ½n denote the power set of [n]. An arbitrary group dynamics up to time t can be uniquely represented by a contiguous sequence of privileged user sets 
For both time-based MKD protocols and user-based MKD protocols, we use the following notations. Each user i obtains a personal key set P KS i from GC when it joins the group. For any message-set M, we use Rec(M) to denote the set of all messages that are recoverable from it by using all sorts of cryptographic transformations employed by a MKD protocol (irrespective of the number of steps required to do so). It is easy to derive that 1-resilience implies both group forward secrecy against single-user attacks and group backward secrecy against single-user attacks. The correctness of Protocol I is obvious. Below, we only prove security of the rejoin rekeying algorithm of Protocol I. Security of the improved version can be proved using a similar argument. Proof. Without loss of generality, we only need to consider two types of users: 1) an arbitrary user who joined the group only once; 2) an arbitrary user who joined the group twice.
Case ( Proof. In fact, we can prove an even stronger claim that for all t ! 0, and all simple sequence Theorem 6 can be proved using a similar argument as above.
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AND EVALUATION
In this section, we first compare the storage, communication, and computation complexity of our proposed MKD protocols with related MKD protocols in terms of the number of keys needed to be stored or transmitted, and the number of times that each cryptographic primitive is called. To evaluate the computational cost of modular multiplication operation of which our protocols makes intensive usage, we make a speed benchmark test with related cryptographic primitives. To further investigate how performance changes with time in practice for every related user-based MKD protocol, we also perform an experiment using MBone user activity data. All those experimental results are presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.
Comparison of Time-Based MKD Protocols
We summarize those performance-related discussions dispersed in Section 4.1, and provide in Table 1 a comparison between the DHC protocol and Protocol I which covers the following quantitative measures: GC storage requirement, member storage requirement, GC's total computational overhead, total computational overhead of a member, the size of the unicast rekey message, the total size of all multicast rekey messages. Some qualitative measures are also covered in Table 1. According to Table 1 , rejoin rekeying algorithm of Protocol I counters the rejoining member attack on the DHC protocol at the cost of a computational complexity of OðlÞ for end user. The improved rejoin rekeying algorithm greatly reduces this complexity from OðlÞ to OðmÞ at the cost of a greater total multicast size and a higher computational overhead for GC.
Comparison of User-Based MKD Protocols
We summarize performance-related discussions dispersed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, and provide in Table 2 a comprehensive comparison among five stateful user-based MKD protocols including the LORE protocol, Protocol II, the LW protocol, the EKT protocol, and the EKT+ protocol. This comparison covers two qualitative measures (suitability for constructing a hybrid protocol and collusion resistance) and six quantitative measures (GC storage requirement, member storage requirement, GC computational overhead, member computational overhead, unicast size, and multicast size).
According to Table 2 , compared with protocols based on chain structures (DHC and D-HOFC), those based on tree structures (BHT and TD-HOFT) greatly reduce the computational overhead for both GC and group members from linear complexity to logarithmic complexity. Considering a member's computational overhead in join rekeying, protocols based on dynamic structures (D-HOFC and TD-HOFT) are less efficient than those based on corresponding static counterpart (DHC and BHT) because the former require member to update their personal key whereas the latter do not. Compared with protocol based on the static tree structure (BHT), protocols based on the dynamic counterpart (TD-HOFT) have a scalable storage requirement for a group member, and thus make more efficient use of storage resource. The EKT+ protocol is as efficient as the EKT protocol in leave rekeying, but outperforms the latter in join rekeying. According to Table 2 , all user-based MKD protocols have a constant multicast size.
As discussed in Section 4.3.3, Protocol II, the EKT protocol and the EKT+ protocol are more suitable for constructing a hybrid protocol with tunable collusionbandwidth tradeoffs than the LORE protocol and the LW protocol. Unlike the protocols based on static group access structures (the LORE protocol and the LW protocol), a particular type of nonmembers collusion attack (i.e., a coalition between a former evictee and a later-joining member) is useless for protocols based on dynamic group access structures (Protocol II, the EKT, and EKT+ protocols).
Speed Benchmark Test with Related Cryptographic Primitives
If we choose a Blum-William function as the HOWP when implementing a D-HOFC or TD-HOFT, our proposed protocols will involve intensive computations of modular multiplications (see Tables 1 and 2 For all algorithms, we assume that the group's lifetime is one time slots. For Protocol I, we consider its performance in the case that a former evictee rejoins and is assigned by GC with a new authorized time slot interval [c, d] . C E , C D , C h , C M , C Sqr denote the computation cost of one block encryption, one block decryption, 1 hash, 1 modular multiplication and 1 modular square root, respectively. Since a Blum-Williams function is a modular square function, its computational cost is almost equivalent to that of a modular multiplication and thus we use C M to denote its computational cost too. To count the computational cost of a member (except the joining one), we assume that it still has m authorized time slots since the cth time slot. modular multiplication, and modular square (Blum-William function). All five primitives have been implemented in C in MIRACL 5.5.4. The hardware and softwares on which this benchmark test was conducted are a notebook with Intel core i5-2410M 2.3 GHZ CPU and 4 G memory, Ubuntu 11.10 64-bit operating system, and GCC 4.6.1 compiler. For every primitive, we calculate its average execution time over 1,000 runs. The results provided in Table 3 show that SHA-1 is fastest of all five algorithms. However, recent cryptanalytic advances [38] , [39] suggested that it is no longer safe to use either MD5 [40] or SHA-1. The UN National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recommends that people should use extended block-size versions SHA, such as SHA-256 or SHA-512. According to Table 3 , a modular multiplication operation is over two times slower than SHA-256. To make a fair comparison, we assume that a Blum-William function with a 1,024-bit modulus is chosen as the HOWP for both D-HOFC and TD-HOFT, and SHA-256 as the oneway hash function for both DHC and BHT in the rest of this paper.
Experiment Using MBone User Activity Data
Although static group size N is far bigger than dynamic group size n for large dynamic groups in most time of a session, the computational cost of a modular multiplication C M is over twice bigger than that of one hash C h (SHA-256) according to Table 3 . To compare the computational performance of a static structure based protocol (determined by both N and C h ) with that of the corresponding dynamic structure based protocol (determined both by n and C M ), we have to simulate how group size changes with time in reality and investigate how each protocol's performance changes accordingly.
Almeroth and Ammar [41] , [42] developed a tool called Mlisten that can collect the join/leave times for multicast group members in MBone audio sessions. Our experiment is based on group dynamics data collected by them for a UCB Multimedia Lecture Series audio session on February 17, 1995, shown in Fig. 7 . Our experimental goal is to investigate how performance changes with time in practice for every related user-based MKD protocol, and thus compare computational performance of a protocol based on dynamic group access structure with that of the corresponding protocol based on the static counterpart. Denotations of C E , C D , C h , C M are same as Table 1 . In addition, for protocols based on static structures, we use N to denote the static group size which is a prespecified number of all registered and prospect users, and r to denote the number of all nonmembers at the time of rekeying. For protocols based on dynamic structures, we use n to denote the dynamic group size which is the number of current group members.
TABLE 3 Speed Benchmark
We use a 1,024-bit Blum Integer as the modulus for both a modular multiplication operation and a Blum-William function (i.e., a modular square operation). Fig. 7 . UCB Seminar temporal statistics.
From the experimental results shown in Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, we can see that except for the stateless leave rekeying algorithm of the LW protocol, the storage and computational overhead of protocols based on static group access structures (DHC or BHT)-the LORE protocol and the LW protocol-remains constant. Whereas the computational overhead of protocols based on dynamic group access structures (D-HOFC or TD-HOFT) changes with time. For Protocol II that is based on a dynamic chain structure-D-HOFC, the shape of computational overhead trace (shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11, and 12) matches that of group size trace (shown in Fig. 7) perfectly, because the computational overhead is a linear function of group size n (see Table 2 ). For the EKT and EKT+ protocols that are based on a dynamic tree structure-TD-HOFT, the trace of computational overhead is much smoother than that of group size, because the computational overhead is a logarithmic function of group size n (see Table 2 ). For the stateless leave rekeying algorithm of the LW protocol, the shape of computational overhead trace is like that of a trace obtained by turning the group size trace upside down, because the computational overhead is a nearly linear function of rðr ¼ N À nÞ. Fig. 8 confirms that the EKT and EKT+ protocols have a scalable storage requirement for a member compared with the LW protocol. According to the results shown in Figs. 9 and 10, for both join rekeying and leave rekeying, GC's computational overhead of Protocol II is much less than that of the LORE protocol in almost 60 percent time of a MBone audio session. For leave rekeying, member's computational overhead of Protocol II is less than that of the LORE protocol in almost 40 percent time of a MBone audio session. Fig. 11 confirms that for join rekeying, a member's computational overhead of the EKT+ protocol is much lower than that of the EKT protocol. From Figs. 9, 10, 11 , and 12, we can see that protocols based on a tree structure (BHT or TD-HOFT) outperform those based on a chain structure (DHC or D-HOFC). Compared with the protocol based on BHT (the LW protocol), protocols based on TD-HOFT (the EKT and EKT+ protocols) are more collusion resistant and have a scalable storage overhead while maintaining computational efficiency comparable to the former.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
For the first time, we introduced the concept of group access structure for MKD protocols and provided a fresh view on the modular design of MKD protocols which is centered on group access structures. This view helps us gain an insight into MKD protocol design. We introduced two new dynamic HOWP-based group access structures-D-HOFC and TD-HOFT. We then proposed three protocols-Protocol I, Protocol II (both based on D-HOFC), and EKT+ (based on TD-HOFT). By experimental results and comprehensive comparisons, we demonstrated that our protocols based on these dynamic group access structures have their own advantages compared with those based on the corresponding static counterparts (DHC and BHT).
So far, we have introduced three types of HOWP-based dynamic group access structures (HOFT [25] , D-HOFC, and TD-HOFT), all of which have found meaningful applications in designing MKD protocols. Compared to their hashbased counterparts (bottom-up OFT [1] , DHC, and BHT), these HOWP-based structures can be not only derived as efficiently as the former (if we select a Blum-William function as the HOWP), but also updated without rekeying the entire group unlike the former. It would be interesting to find further applications for these HOWP-based structures. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
